Technical data ICE BLUE:
Weight						
Stylus						
						
Equivalent stylus tip mass				
Frequency range					
Output voltage @ 1000 Hz/5 cm/sec			
Crosstalk @ 1000 Hz				
Channel separation @ 1000 Hz			
Compliance, dynamic (lateral)			
Recommended tracking force				
Tracking ability, 315 Hz lateral			
Vertical tracking angle				
FIM						
DC-resistance					
Recommended load impedance			

7, 2 g					
Natural diamond, highly polished
Line Contact 8 x 40 µm
0, 30 mg
10 - 50.000 Hz
0, 20 mV
30 dB
< 0, 4 dB
15 µm/mN
23 mN
90 µm
23°
< 0, 5%
5, 5 Ω
100 Ω

Technical data FLYING DUTCHMAN:
Weight						
Stylus						
						
Equivalent stylus tip mass				
Frequency range					
Output voltage @ 1000 Hz/5 cm/sec			
Crosstalk @ 1000 Hz				
Channel separation @ 1000 Hz			
Compliance, dynamic (lateral)			
Recommended tracking force				
Tracking ability, 315 Hz lateral			
Vertical tracking angle				
FIM						
DC-resistance					
Recommended load impedance			
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8, 5 g
Natural diamond, highly polished
Shibata 6 x 50 µm
0, 25 mg
10 - 60.000 Hz
0, 20 mV
30 dB
< 0, 3 dB
15 µm/mN
23 mN
100 µm
23°
< 0, 5%
5, 5 Ω
100 Ω
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H&S ICE BLUE
H&S FLYING DUTCHMAN
Limited Edition High End Moving Coil Cartridges
Handcrafted with passion

Platinum Sandwich
As the diamond stylus traces the record groove, its movements are transmitted through the cantilever to the coils.
As these move and cut through the magnetic lines of the force field, currents are induced producing a very low
voltage – an accurate replica of the signals which have been stamped into the record groove.
H & S cartridges provide one of the most sophisticated cantilever damping systems in the world, where a platinum
disc sandwiched between two rubber cushions functions as a frequency selective movement stabilizer thus ensuring
unsurpassed tracking ability at all frequencies. The result is a precise, detailed and unfatiquing music reproduction
with a transparency and airiness you have to hear to believe.

Prologue

Building the ultimate phono cartridge to accurately reproduce even the minute groove information stored in your
precious records requires amongst others highly trained skills, dedicated craftsmanship – and a great deal of passion.
ICE BLUE and FLYING DUTCH MAN are two unique, state-of-the-art masterpieces combining the finest quality
materials serving only one purpose: to unleash the musical wonders stored in vinyl records!

Analogue

Amongst other things both cartridges are equipped with an ingenious multidimensional damping system
(some experts say “the best in the world”) controlling the movement of the tapered aluminum cantilever and its
highly polished nude diamond. No machine can match the precision and passion of a master craftsman winding
a wire, three times thinner than a human hair on the tiny cross shaped armature under a high performance
microscope, carefully adjusting the multidimensional damping system or positioning the diamond exactly “on axis”
– all highly essential to guarantee the ultimate signal fidelity.

Dialogue
Both cartridges are equipped with a non-resonant, tapered aluminum cantilever, a ultra fine polished natural diamond
and a highly recognized three dimensional cantilever suspension. A powerful, extremely efficient magnetic field is
generated by a samarium cobalt magnet – nothing less than the most expensive, rare earth magnet in the world is the
optimum driving force for the cross shaped, silver-wired coils. Striking differences between ICE BLUE and
FLYING DUTCHMAN may be found in the purity of the silver wire used for the coil windings and the stylus
shape: The ICE BLUE incorporates a micro miniature, line contact shaped octahedron plus 4N-silver wire, the
FLYING DUTCHMAN impresses with 6N-purity silver wire and a super polished shibata diamond.

A Little Less Housing - A Lot More Sound

Teamwork
Of course – passionately hand built, these magnificent moving coil cartridges are absolutely no subject for mass
production - only a few pieces per model will be available - for the most demanding LP-Fans only.
Both cartridges team up perfect with only the finest medium mass tone arms.

Modern cartridge design has a lot to do with the prevention of unwanted mechanical resonances. Therefore no
ringing housings can deteriorate the crystal clear sound of H & S cartridges by producing disturbing resonances
during record playback. Instead the specially shaped, extremely rigid, aviation grade aluminum frame at well
defined areas has built in shock absorbers; additionally resonant free cantilevers provide a second to none
preservation of the original signal.

